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1. AMBASSADOR SMITH, ACCOMPANIED BY AMBASSADOR HARTMAN, MET WITH PRESIDENT GISCARD, SECRETARY GENERAL SOUTOU, AND FRANCOIS-PONCET TO DISCUSS SOUTH AFRICAN NUCLEAR ISSUE. SMITH LED OFF BY EXPRESSING GREAT APPRECIATION FOR THE PRESIDENT'S WILLINGNESS TO SEE HIM ON SUCH SHORT NOTICE. HE STRESSED PRESIDENT CARTER'S GRAVE CONCERN ABOUT DEVELOPMENTS IN SOUTH AFRICA. HE HAD ASKED SMITH TO SEEK PRESIDENT GISCARD'S VIEWS AS TO NEXT STEPS. SMITH THEN GAVE THE BASIS FOR PRESIDENT CARTER'S CONCERN, RECITING THE PREVIOUS EVIDENCE THAT WE HAD ABOUT WEAPONS ASSOCIATED WORK IN SOUTH AFRICA, NOW CROWNED BY EVIDENCE OBTAINED ABOUT THE EXISTENCE OF WHAT LOOKS LIKE A TEST RANGE.

2. GISCARD WAS THEN SHOWN THE EVIDENCE ON WHICH AMERICAN CONCERN WAS BASED. HE ASKED ABOUT POSSIBLE SECRET
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SOUTH AFRICAN INTENTIONS IN BUILDING SUCH A FACILITY. SMITH REPORTED THAT ONE SCHOOL OF OPINION IN US WAS THAT THE FACILITY MIGHT HAVE BEEN BUILT FOR BARGAINING PURPOSES TO EXTRACT CONCESSIONS IN RETURN FOR NO TESTS, BUT SMITH'S PERSONAL OPINION WAS THAT THE SOUTH AFRICANS WOULD, ONCE THEY HAD A TESTING CAPACITY, USE IT FOR WHAT WOULD APPEAR TO THEM AS ITS DETERRENT
VALUE.

3. Smith then asked Giscard for his views on what should be done, pointing out that we had in mind delivering a "warning shot" at SAG expressing grave concern and asking for clarification. The question then was what, in the absence of a convincing showing that this was not a test range, should be done.

4. Giscard was aware of our idea of asking, in that event, to have a look on the ground. Although the French are willing to take first step of parallel "warning shot," Giscard wants more time to consider all the implications of a request to inspect. He speculated about the precedent that this might raise in the UN and elsewhere -- for example, the Arabs might try a similar move and demand inspection in Israel.

5. Giscard went on to wonder about what to do if the SAG, as is very likely, merely denied any interest in or capability to test a nuclear device. He asked what our thinking on sanctions was. Smith expressed the personal view that even, in the absence of a test, the prospect of continued US-SAG nuclear cooperation would be very dim in such an event and hazarded the guess that the same would apply to any other nuclear secret suppliers of the SAG, including even a supplier of nuclear power plants such as France. Our impression was that while Giscard agrees that all suppliers would be in same boat in event of actual test, he feels that the existence of a test range by itself would not result in overwhelming pressure to end French cooperation. This last conclusion was somewhat modified by Giscard's strongly expressed views at the end of the conversation that he shared the President's concern and wished to examine what effective next steps should be considered. For example, he wondered whether a second step should avoid a request for inspection but rather proceed directly to a demand that the facility be dismantled. He said that this might moderate South African feelings of violation of their sovereignty entailed in direct inspection by foreign experts. In any case, if the inspection proved the facility to be a nuclear test range, dismantling should be our next request. It is obviously this kind
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OF QUESTION THAT GISCARD WISHED TO STUDY FURTHER AND
HAVE ADDITIONAL EXCHANGES ON PRIOR TO DECIDING ON
COMMON ACTION BEYOND THE WARNING PHASE.

6. THE FRENCH HAD NO SPECIFIC COMMENT TO MAKE ON OUR
TEXT (PARAS 3A-C IN STATE 194980) WHICH WE GAVE TO
SOUTOU EARLIER. THEY WILL PLAN TO MAKE THEIR PARALLEL
APPROACH IN SIMILAR BUT NOT IDENTICAL LANGUAGE AS SOON
AS TOMORROW. GISCARD ASKED THAT WE REMAIN IN TOUCH
ON RESPONSES GIVEN US AND ANY FURTHER IDEAS ON NEXT
STEPS.

7. GISCARD'S OFFICE HAD ANNOUNCED AMBASSADOR SMITH'S
CALL AND AS THE AMBASSADOR WAS LEAVING THE ELYSEE HE
WAS ASKED BY PRESS THE SUBJECT OF HIS CALL. THE PRESS
WAS TOLD THAT THIS WAS A PART OF A CONTINUING EXCHANGE
WHICH STEMMED FROM DISCUSSION OF THE NON-PROLIFERATION
ISSUE AT LONDON SUMMIT. IT IS IMPORTANT THAT THIS LINE
BE ADHERED TO AND NO INDICATION OF SPECIFIC SUBJECT
MATTER BE REVEALED.

8. AFTER THE SOUTH AFRICAN DISCUSSION WAS CONCLUDED
GISCARD ADVISED SMITH OF THE IMPORTANCE HE ATTACHED
TO THE INFCEP.
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9. DEPARTMENT REPEAT AS DESIRED.
HARTMAN
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